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Observed first in Wilson's pioneering experiments in the cloud chamber, the sign preference has remained a mystery for more than a century. We investigate the sign preference using a quantum approach and show that this puzzling phenomenon is essentially quantum in nature. It is shown that the effect of the chemical identity of the core ion is controlled by the electronic structure of the core ion through the influence on the intermolecular bonding energies during the initial steps of cluster formation. Our results demonstrate the superiority of the quantum approach and indicate fundamental problems of conventional ion-induced nucleation theories, in which the electronic structure of the core ion is either ignored or not treated rigorously. Nucleation on ions is one of the major nucleation mechanisms in the Earth's atmosphere, and it plays a decisive role in a number of climate-related processes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and various technologies, including removal of toxic metals from air and fabrication of nanoparticles [6 -8] . The presence of ions, which essentially work as a catalyst, helps to overcome the nucleation barrier and leads to significant enhancement in nucleation rates [2, 9, 10] . Strong interactions between ionic clusters and dipolar atmospheric precursors, common pollutants, and toxic and chemically active substances promote the formation of ultrafine aerosol particles [2, 9, 11] that are associated directly with adverse public health effects [12 -14] .
Wilson's 1897 pioneering cloud chamber experiments [15] demonstrated that ions of opposite sign exhibited significantly different nucleation rates. Later nucleation experiments have shown that in a number of systems nucleation rates of positive and negative ions are different [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . This phenomenon is known as the sign preference and has remained a mystery for more than a century [16 -28] . Despite impressive progress of experimental methods since Wilson's original work, precise nucleation measurements remain difficult due to uncertainties in their interpretation, and many important experimental results remain controversial [18] [19] [20] [21] . A classical example of such a controversy is the sign preference for water. Wilson in his original experiments [15] found that, in the presence of an external electrical field, droplets nucleated more efficiently on negative ions. However, ninety years later, Rabeony and Mirabel [18] reported that the sign preference of water was not detectable if an external electric field was not applied. The uncertainties in the interpretation of the experimental data are largely caused by the lack of a clear and insightful understanding of the molecular nature of the ion-induced nucleation phenomena and the absence of a theory that can properly account for the critically important [17] effect of the chemical identity of the core ion on cluster formation.
Classical bulk liquid theory [28] , which has been criticized in a number of studies for the application of bulk surface tension and density to molecular clusters and sensitivity to poorly defined input parameters, is still used almost exclusively in the interpretation of ion-induced nucleation experiments. The theoretical formalism of the classical approach has recently been improved and extended through the incorporation of the effect of the polar host vapor molecule-charged cluster interactions, and some of the serious shortcomings of the original model have been successfully corrected [9, 10] . However, a theoretical description of the effect of the chemical identity of the core ion on the gas-to-particle conversion is still lacking.
Continuously growing interest in the ion-induced nucleation during the past decade has resulted in a number of molecular-based theories dedicated to the sign preference. Semiquantitative molecular theory [22, 23] explains the sign preference by the ''asymmetric nature of the molecular interactions.'' Recent molecular dynamics work [24] concludes that nucleation of negative ions is stronger because anionic clusters are more compact than cationic. The umbrella-sampling Monte Carlo study [25] suggests that anions are better nucleators because ''the average anion-H distance is considerably shorter than the average cation-O distance.'' Molecular-based theory [26] attributes the sign preference to the asymmetric effect of the electrical field on the surface tension.
Theories [22 -26] conclude that the sign preference is governed by the ion sign alone. In contrast, a novel dynamical nucleation theory (DNT) [27] suggests that taking into account the ion sign alone is insufficient and that core ion properties can be adequately described using ion size and ion sign as the key parameters. Despite the difference in the theoretical approaches and explanations given to the sign preference, all the theories [22 -27] reach the identical conclusion that ''generally'' water prefers anions.
In order to solve the fundamental problem of the sign preference, one has to address the following questions:
(a) What are the mechanisms responsible for and what are the key parameters controlling the sign preference? (b) Which stage/stages of the cluster growth play a decisive role in the formation of the sign preference?
In this Letter, we attack the fundamental problem of the sign preference by employing a higher level theory such as quantum mechanics. It has long been known that the chemical identity of an atom, molecule, or molecular ion relates directly to its electronic structure or, in other words, the space distribution of the electronic density, which is described by a wave function [29] . In order to study the structure and thermodynamic properties of clusters formed over the core ions of different sign and chemical composition, the quantum density functional theory at the PW91PW91=6-311 G3df; 3pd level has been applied. The choice of the PW91PW91 method [30] is based on comprehensive study [31] and our own tests [32] . The 6-311 G3df; 3pd basis set [33] has been selected based on its size, a moderate basis set superposition error, and the ability to reproduce with sufficient accuracy (within less than 1% in the dipole moment) the distribution of the electronic density on the water molecule. Core ions (Li , Na , OH ÿ , H 3 O , and Cl ÿ ) have been selected in such a way so as to represent species of different chemical nature (alkali metals, hydrogen bonded complexes, and halogen) and sign. Optimized cluster geometries reported in Refs. [34 -39] were used as initial geometries for Li H 2 O n and Na Figure 1 presents examples of the optimized structures of the most stable water clusters formed over different core ions and electrostatic potential (ESP) for monohydrates formed over a water cation and anion.
Although the theoretical formalism of the classical [9, 28] and molecular-based approaches [22 -27] is generally different, they have a lot in common. Most of the ioninduced nucleation theories treat the cluster thermodynamics using one or more bulk liquid properties (density, surface tension, vapor pressure) and assume that a spherical liquidlike cluster or droplet with a spherically symmetric electrostatic potential is formed over the spherical core containing a point charge at its center. Figure 1 shows that clusters formed over different core ions have a variety of shapes and they do not look like uniform compact spheres. It is important to note that these molecular clusters are too small to bring the surface forces [26] into play. As seen from Figs. 1(f) and 1(g), the ESP for both OH ÿ H 2 O and H 3 O H 2 O formed over a water anion and a cation, respectively, has a complex nonspherical shape. Another important detail is that the O-O distances for water molecules bonded directly to each other in clusters formed over different core ions are in the range of 2:8-2:9
A that is typical for ice rather than for bulk liquid water. Conclusions about the structure of anionic and cationic clusters containing an equal number of water molecules made in recent molecular-based theories [24, 25] were not confirmed in the present study. We found that in a number of cases the average anion-H distance can be longer than the average cation-O distance and that a maximum interatomic distance in a cationic cluster can be shorter than that in an anionic cluster.
These findings lead us to conclude that the simplistic representation of a cluster formed over a core ion as a uniform liquidlike sphere carrying a centered point charge, an approximation commonly used within the nucleation field, is unlikely realistic. Figure 2 compares the Gibbs free energies G n;nÿ1 obtained in the present study with experimental data [40 -44] and predictions of recent molecular-based theories [25, 27] . G n;nÿ1 , which controls the cluster stability, is expressed as G n;nÿ1 H n;nÿ1 ÿ TS n;nÿ1 ;
where H n;nÿ1 is the enthalpy change, S n;nÿ1 is the entropy change, subscript n;n ÿ 1 refers to the X H 2 O nÿ1 H 2 O X H 2 O n process, X refers to the core ion, and T is the ambient temperature. As seen from Fig. 2(a) , quantum theory predicts, in good agreement with the experimental data, a very strong influence of the chemical nature of the core ion on the thermodynamics of the first several steps of the cluster growth. Moreover, there is a clearly visible difference in the thermodynamics of ions of like sign but different chemical nature. The difference in thermodynamic stability between dimers formed from different solvated monomers exceeds 15 kcal mol ÿ1 ; however, it decreases quickly as the clus- 
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are in the range of 3:6 1:6 kcal mol ÿ1 and 2:8 0:8 kcal mol ÿ1 , respectively. This means that the difference in the formation free energy G A j ÿ G B j P j 2 G A n;nÿ1 ÿ G B n;nÿ1 between j-mers formed over core ions A and B is controlled by the initial growth stages. Another important detail is that, at n 7, G n;nÿ1 for clusters formed over different core ions is close to the bulk value for water that likely indicates quite rapid transition of molecular clusters to the state of bulk liquid.
These findings are consistent with the short-ranged nature of charge-related interactions that leads to the quick decrease of the influence of the electronic structure of the screened core ion with the number of molecules in the screening cluster. Our results and analysis of the experimental data [45] rule out a generally negative sign preference for water, because in a number of cases the hydration free energy G n;nÿ1 for a cation is more negative than that for an anion. It is important to note that the sign preference depends on the chemical nature of cations and anions in general, and, thus, the sign preference for ions (A ; B ÿ ) and (C ; D ÿ ) nucleating in the same host vapor may be different.
We would like to emphasize that the quantum approach, in addition to good overall agreement with experimental data, can accurately account for the effect of the internal structure on the cluster thermodynamics. Quantum theory predicts a change in the slope of the G n;nÿ1 curve for H 3 O H 2 O n at n 4, which is associated with the formation of the second solvation shell. This prediction is in very good agreement with recent measurements [41] .
Comparison of curves in Fig. 2(b) shows that molecular theories have failed in predicting both the formation free energy and its size dependency, including the asymptotical behavior of G n;nÿ1 at large j. DNT [27] overestimates the reaction free energy associated with the formation of hexamer from the solvated dimer H 3 O H 2 O 2 2 by 40 kcal mol ÿ1 , while the corresponding free energy predicted by the Monte Carlo model [25] is 35 kcal mol ÿ1 lower than the experimental value. These deviations cause excessively large uncertainties of 29 and 25 orders of magnitude, respectively, in the
Another important detail is that G n;nÿ1 for n-mers formed over Li of atomic radius r a Li 0:145 nm, Na (r a Na 0:178 nm), and both the water cation H 3 O and anion OH ÿ of 0:2 nm in size is more negative than that of Cl ÿ of atomic radius r a Cl 0:1 nm. This means that the core ion effect cannot be adequately described using the ion sign, either alone or in a combination with the mean atomic size, as the key parameter.
As seen from Fig. 2(c) , our results, which are in agreement with the experimental data on ion clustering [41, 44] within the uncertainty range and a nucleation study [18] , show a weak (slightly positive) sign preference for water, while DNT [27] , in contrast, gives a much stronger negative sign preference. DNT predicts that an addition of 40 water molecules to a 1 nm core ion, which is more than 5 times larger than a water molecule, is still not enough to reach the limit where the effects of electrical fields of positively and negatively charged core ions become undistinguishable. This prediction contradicts both our results and experiments [41, 44] . The negligible sign preference given by the Monte Carlo model [25] arises from inaccurately calculated formation free energies, which are close to zero within the whole range of cluster sizes, and the agreement with the experiment [18] is coincidental. The present work leads us to conclude that:
(a) The influence of the core ion on the n-mer formation free energy is associated mainly with the first several growth steps, where the effect of the core ion properties on the cluster thermodynamics is very large. This means that an answer to a practical question ''Which ion is a and the difference in the Gibbs free energy j between j-mers formed over core ions of opposite sign (water cation and water anion) (c). Curves and symbols of the same color refer to theoretical results and experimental data, respectively. Abbreviations DNT, MC, and QM refer to the dynamic nucleation theory [27] , the Monte Carlo study [25] (four-point transferable intermolecular potential water), and the present study, respectively. Symbols L and S refer to core ions of indeterminate composition of 0.1 and 1 nm radius, respectively [27] . Subscripts '''' and ''ÿ'' refer to the charge polarities. Experimental data for better nucleator?'' can be obtained by carrying out a relatively simple quantum mechanics study or by looking at the data on the thermochemistry of cluster ions available for a number of substances [45] .
(b) The strong effect of the chemical nature of the core ion on the conversion of vapor molecules to clusters is essentially quantum in nature, and, thus, systematic accounting for the actual core species is impossible without taking into account the actual electronic structures of the core ions. Ignorance or approximation of the actual electronic structure, which is the key parameter controlling the sign preference, by oversimplified electrostatic models leads to the failure of existing nucleation theories [9, 22, 27, 28] .
In this Letter, the nature of and the key parameters controlling the sign preference have been identified, and a fundamental problem of the effect of the chemical identity of the core ion on the formation of ionic clusters has been largely solved. It has been demonstrated that a quantum theory that treats the cluster microphysics rigorously provides a solid foundation for the development of a new first-principles ion-induced nucleation theory. We also suggest that further experiments on clustering of various ions with large j would be very helpful for the understanding of the molecular nature of ion-induced nucleation and ionic molecular cluster-bulk liquid transitions.
Unlike the existing nucleation models [9,22 -28] , which are sensitive to poorly defined input parameters, the quantum theory can treat a system of an arbitrary chemical composition and be applied to a large number of problems related to the physics and chemistry of atmospheric aerosols, cloud microphysics, technologies of the nanoparticle fabrication and removal of toxic metals, environmental safety, and air quality research.
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